Theory date sheet of B.A (Pass Course) 6th semester Exam. November - 2019 (only for re-appear students)

Time of Exam. : - 2:00 pm to 5:00 pm
Centre of Exam:- As per Building Notice and Roll No. Slip

Date | (Subject) Full Nomenclature of Paper | Paper | Paper Code
---|---|---|---
21.11.2019 | English (Compulsory) w.e.f. 2016-17 | | 94488
26.11.2019 | Hindi (Compulsory) | 94404
| Sankrit (Compulsory) w.e.f. 2013-14 | 94419
28.11.2019 | History (Modern World) | 94410
| Psychology (Applied Psychology) w.e.f. 2016-17 | 94479
03.12.2019 | Public Admin. (Rural Local Govt.) | 94423
| Mathematics -1 (Real & Complex Analysis) | BM-361 | 94426
| Technical and Practical aspect of Music-II(Music Vocal) w.e.f. 2018-19 | 94547
| Fundamental Study of Music (Vocal) w.e.f. 2014-2015 | 94466
| Sociology Opt (i) Population Studies | 94414
| Sociology Opt (ii) Society & Environment | 94415
| Sociology Opt (iii) Rural Society Structural & Change | 94416
05.12.2019 | Economics (International Economics) | 94411
| Defense Studies (National Security-2) Opt - A w.e.f. 2018-19 | P-6 | 94490
| Defense Studies (International Relations-II) Opt - B w.e.f. 2018-19 | P-6 | 94491
| Defense Studies (National Security) Opt - A w.e.f. 2011-12 | 94430
| Defense Studies (International Relations-II) Opt - B w.e.f. 2011-12 | 94431
| Hindi Elective | 94405
| Sankrit w.e.f. 2013-14 Elective | 94420
07.12.2019 | Political Science Opt (i) Comparative constts of UK & USA. | 94412
| Political Science Opt (ii) International Organisation - II | 94413
| Physical Education (Organisation & Management of Physical Education) | 62531
12.12.2019 | Philosophy Opt (i) Ethics & Social Philosophy (Indian &Western) | 94417
| Philosophy Opt (ii) Ethics & Political Philosophy (Indian & | 94418
| Home Sci. (Child Psychology & Mother Craft) | 62523
| Technical and Practical aspect of Music-II(Music Instrumental) w.e.f. 2018- | 94548
| Geography :-(Introduction to Remote Sensing GIS & Quantative Methods) w.e.f.2011-12 | 94432
| Fundamental Study of Music (Instrumental) w.e.f. 2014-2015 | 94467
| Mathematics –III Numerical Analysis ( his subject introduced w.e.f. 2014-15 to 2017-18 in place of Dynamics) for re-appear students | BM-353 | 94429
16.12.2019 | (Marketing :II Sales Promotion) | MKT – 6.1 | 94433

NOTE:
1. Before answering the question-paper, the candidates should ensure that they have been supplied the correct question-paper. Complaint in this regard, if any, shall not be entertained after the examination.
2. The pager/mobile phone not allowed in the examination centre at any cost.
3. The use of simple calculator is allowed. Exchanging of calculator is not allowed.